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The new and updated edition of the USA TODAY bestseller and most popular Spanish dictionary provides easy reference for educators and language learners everywhere. Now in its Sixth Edition, this national bestselling Spanish to English dictionary and go-to reference guide for educators everywhere quickly guides users to the right word in every situation. David Pharies has drawn from our current vernacular to make additions and improvements that will benefit students, teachers, home schoolers, and travelers alike. It includes: * 6,000 new entries reflecting today’s linguistic and cultural changes* Updated words and meanings, including slang, everyday expressions, and essential terms from medicine, business, digital technology, and sports* Expanded delimiters for more accurate word selection* Bilingual guides to grammar, pronunciation, parts of speech, suffixes, and regular and irregular verbs
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Customer Reviews
I cannot say enough about this as a carry around dictionary. This is the second one I have purchased. I bought it because the other one was worn out and this is a new edition I have bigger dictionaries for use at home and would be lost without this to take to class. This little gem has info that my Oceano and Barron's don't have. I really appreciate the verbs conjugations in the front and the various explanations and usage info with the words.

I can't really speak to the quality of the dictionary - I can't see the words. The pages are also super
thin. It's fine to have this as an option, but the publisher should have other options. I'd love it in a Kindle edition.

This dictionary is a great reference book for a family with students learning Spanish. But, considering that most will buy it for regular use (possibly by students), the physical quality of the book could be better. It is fragile and I'm afraid it won't last long regardless of how careful you are with it.

Had a version of this dictionary when I was in college back in the late sixties. When I started studying Spanish again I pulled out my old dictionary. It was as helpful now as it was then, but began falling apart (yeah, OLD!!). Anyway, went online looking for the same dictionary and found my old one had been updated many times, and this was the latest version. HALLELUJAH!!! Just as good as the old one, but updated. Would recommend.

The print was too small and not dark enough for my husband to see. We just put it up on the shelf.

This version replaced an ancient falling apart edition that I just had to put in the trash. One needs to brush up on their grammar once in awhile.

My Son requested this version for the Spanish Class in High school. Works well for him, this was also teacher recommended

Not as good as the earlier versions - better to buy the older ones (yellow cover), if you can get one in good shape.
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